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ABSTRACT

Software Architecture is both a design activity (process) as well as the schema of fundamental things about a system (work product). As a design activity, architecture is the act of creating a representation of an unknown and original object whose properties (like technical aspects, formal and spatial structures) must be well enough understood in advance. As a work product, software architecture is the structure of the components of a system, their interrelationships, externally visible properties of those components and principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution over time. Handling this duality and realizing architectural designs that improve the value of the solution within cost limitations; provisioning for evolution over the system lifetime; considering the needs of all stakeholders; and ensuring that the system is well matched to its environment are the typical responsibilities of Software Architects.

The outcome of Software Architecting process is Software Architecture. Traditionally, this process provides general guidance to the Software Architect and utilizes an envelope of practices and design patterns that govern the Software Architecture creation. Its purpose is to aid the Software Architect to synthesize a solution that satisfies the requirements and it is the responsibility of the Software Architect to identify the right practices/patterns necessary for creating an appropriate solution. While most of the existing practices look at developing an Architecture that satisfies the requirements identified by the Software Architect, we propose a value understanding, value proposition and value realization based approach for Software Architecting that is based on the value co-creation system that exists in the software development and usage life cycle.

In this paper, we discuss about the theoretical framework necessary for such a Value based approach. This theoretical framework is based on insights arrived at by asking four questions that needs to be answered for the software to succeed economically. These four questions are:

a) What are the benefits and how to discover, diagnose and understand these benefits?

b) What are the carriers for achieving these benefits? How can one derive these carriers of value?

c) What are the cumulative net benefits that should be delivered by the software?

d) How does one compose and deliver the software so as to realize these benefits?

The basis of the framework is the values viewpoint for creating and describing software. We illustrate our theoretical framework and approach by architecting a task automation system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software architecture as a discipline and its work products has been gaining prominence over the last couple of decades. In Software architecture practice, the emphasis on good software architectures has resulted in the need for a systematic approach for architectural design. According to Garlan, “Good architectures are increasingly based on architectural styles (like client-server, blackboard, event-based, messaging, object-based architectures) that typically specify the design vocabulary, its usage and semantic assumptions. However, practice has shown that each architectural style is appropriate for certain purposes, but not for others”. According to ISO 42010, “The complexity of man-made systems has grown to an unprecedented level. This has led to new opportunities, but also increased challenges for organizations that create and utilize systems.”

Software Architecture is both a design activity (process) as well as the schema of fundamental things about a system (work product). As a design activity, architecture is “The act of creating a representation of an unknown and original object whose properties (like technical aspects, formal and spatial structures) must be well enough understood in advance”. As a work product, software architecture is “The structure of the components of a system, their interrelationships, externally visible properties of those components and principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution over time”. Handling this duality and realizing architectural designs that improve the value of the solution within cost limitations; provisioning for evolution over the system lifetime; considering the needs of all stakeholders; and ensuring that the system is well matched to its environment are the typical responsibilities of software architects.

The definition of a software in terms of its architecture and constituent elements depends on the software’s stakeholders’ interests and responsibilities. It includes assessments and decisions to select the elements that comprise the software, reference models, various properties of discourse, operational concepts, principles and guidelines. Once the software is realized and put to use, users and other stakeholders observe the effects of the software on the problem area that is addressed by the software. These effects occur because of the various software quality characteristics as a result of which users and other stakeholders experience benefits.

While the objective of software architecting is to create a representation of an unknown software whose properties must be well enough understood in advance, the problem of software architecting involves specification of the proposed software and prediction of its properties before its embodiment. It involves understanding how the resources necessary for realizing the software is organized formally, semantically and how it is represented and how these representations can be acted upon. It is a group activity involving classes of people working in unison.

2. CURRENT SOFTWARE ARCHITECTING PRACTICES

According to Maier, the four most important methodologies in the process of architecting are characterized as normative, rational, participative, and heuristic. The normative technique is solution-based; it prescribes architecture as it “should be;” that is, as given in handbooks, civil codes, and in pronouncements by acknowledged masters. The rational technique is method/rule based; it prescribes architecture as scientific and mathematical principles to be followed in order to obtain a solution to the stated problem. Both the normative and rational methods are analytic, deductive, experiment-based, easily certified, well understood, and widely taught in academia and industry. The participative technique is based on obtaining consensus between multiple stakeholders and addressing the complexities created by these stakeholders; it prescribes architecture as creating a system in which widespread cooperation is necessary. The heuristics technique is based on “common sense,” that is, on what is sensible in a given context. Contextual sense comes from collective experience stated in as simple and concise a manner as possible. Both the participative and heuristics methods are nonanalytic, inductive, difficult to certify, less understood, and is seldom taught formally in either academia or industry.
According to Jamshid Gharajedaghi, the systems methodology is a holistic language of interaction and design developed to face the dilemma of systems where the whole is becoming more and more interdependent while the parts display choice and behave independently. He conceived an iterative methodology based on an iterative process of applying simple rules to architect systems. Iterations of structure, function, and process in a given context would examine assumptions and properties of each element in its own right, then in relationship with other members of the set. Subsequent iterations would establish validity of the assumptions and successively produce an integrated design of software. Accordingly, the concerns that he addresses in his iterative process are: a) Function - Concerns of goal/purpose of software, b) Structure - Concerns of resources while the software is used, c) Process - Concerns of work while the software is used and d) Context - Concerns of environment while the software is used.

According to Faislander, software architecting is a creative activity that bridges the gap between imagination (art) and the tangible reality (Science). Accordingly, defining the architecture of a system consists of imagining, in a structured way, solutions based on concepts that are supported by universal principles and rules, using predefined generic constructs, patterns and heuristics. This is achieved by transforming the requirements model of a system to a logical and physical architecture using intermediate models. These intermediate models are functional and behavioural models which are assigned to system elements of the physical architecture. The logical and physical architecture definitions are arrived at thru multiple iterations so as to produce a consistent definition.

According to the Software Engineering body of Knowledge, four main methods help guide the software architecting process. The function oriented (structured) design approach is a classical method in which decomposition of a system centers on identifying the major software functions and then elaborating and refining them in a top-down manner. In the Object oriented design approach, inheritance and polymorphism play a key role in developing a set of objects that satisfy the requirements of the software. The data structure oriented design approach is another method in which decomposition of a system centers on identifying the data structures that the software manipulates and then developing the software’s control structure based on these data structures. The component based design approach addresses issues related to providing, developing and integrating software components (which are the loci of computation or data store) so as to compose the desired software.

According to Inverardi and Wolf, a Chemical Abstract Machine model can be adopted to architect a system. This model corresponds to an operational specification of software and does not bias the software towards any particular computation model. In this method, software architecture is fashioned after chemicals and chemical reactions. The states of the machine are chemical solutions where floating molecules can interact according to a stated set of reaction rules. This method helps define the structure and abstract behaviour of the software in a modular form which can then be refined by the addition of molecules (software design elements) and transformation rules for composing the identified molecules together. They can use this method to compose specifications from parts and define rules for this composition which can then be subjected to correctness analysis and comparative analysis.

According to Luckham, Vera and Meldal, software architecture is a specification of the components of a system and the communication between them. They propose three alternative concepts of architecture: Object connection architecture, Interface connection architecture and plug and socket architecture. An object connection architecture consists of the interfaces and connections of a system represented in the form of an object oriented systems comprising a) object oriented interfaces, b) set of modules that conform to these interfaces, c) connections between the modules. Interface connection architecture defines all connections between the modules of a system using only the interfaces which specify both the provided and required features. Plug and socket architectures are interface connection architectures in which interfaces are allowed to provider services wherein a service denotes a number of individual connections between interface features.

According to Garlan and Allen, software architecture is an interconnected collection of object instances. This postulation provides a formal basis for reasoning about the properties of the system. Accordingly, Software architecture is a hierarchical structure of components, connectors and configurations. To support this formulation,
they provided a formal abstract model of system and its behaviour. The vocabulary of this formulation is defined by the basic architectural types: Components (the set of components in the architecture), Connector (set of connectors in the architecture), Port (set of ports of a component), Role (set of roles of a connector), Configuration (set of components and connectors that together form a configuration) and Binding (the glue to the connector).

According to Garlan, the central architectural challenge in mobility is to maximize the use of available resources and to minimize user distraction and drains on user attention. He proposes the concept of personal Aura as an approach to marshal the computational resources necessary to support a user’s tasks in their mobile devices. He proposes an architectural framework that provides the necessary features and interfaces required at application and system level so that the user is protected from the heterogeneity of the computing environments and resource variety in their environments. Further, the various user tasks in their mobile environment are described as coalitions of abstract services which need to be available for the user to perform their tasks when they are mobile. The key ingredients of this approach are the explicit representation of user tasks as collection of services, context observation that allows task configuration, environment management for resource monitoring and adaptation.

According to Guttag, a software system comprises of a state and a set of mechanisms for changing and extracting information from the state. External world interactions are again mechanisms for manipulating the state. Accordingly, the current state of a system is the result of the mechanisms that were performed on the initial state. As a result, the architecture of a system comprises of two specifications, a) the possible software system states (or a superset of these states) and b) the mechanisms that deal with the state. Accordingly, the architect needs to decide on the abstractions that should be developed and the functionalities of the operators associated with these abstractions. According to Guttag, such an approach will help the architect to clarify when an architectural decision had to be made, what are the alternatives and what are the ramifications of the architectural choices that were made.

According to Kruchten, Software architecture deals with the design and implementation of the high level structure of the software. It is the result of assembling architectural elements so as to satisfy the functionality, performance and other non-functional requirements of the software system. Kruchten proposes a model composed of multiple views or perspectives for describing the architectural decisions made by the architect. These views/perspectives are: Logical view which is the object model of the design, Process view which captures the concurrency/synchronization aspects of the design, Physical view which describes the mapping of the software into hardware, Development view which describes the static organization of the software in the developing environment and the use cases/scenarios view which captures the decisions made by the above views. Each view is defined by using a set of elements of the form {components, containers, connectors} and is described by a blueprint.

Boehm proposes a value based approach to software engineering which is applicable for software architecture as well. According to Boehm, a value based approach helps by providing new perspectives, tools, skills and success criteria for the software engineering/architecture activities. Accordingly, Boehm proposes key foundational elements as part of his value based approach. These seven key elements are: Benefits realization analysis, Stakeholder Value Proposition Elicitation and Reconciliation, Business Case Analysis, Continuous Risk and Opportunity Management, Concurrent System and Software Engineering, Value Based Monitoring and Control and, Change as Opportunity. Collectively these key elements for a framework for value based software engineering/architecture.

According to Clements and Bass, software architecture is the result of a set of business and technical decisions. There are many influences at work in its design and the realization of these influences will change depending on the environment in which the software architecture is required to perform. Further, they propose a set of activities that are involved in creating the software architecture. These activities are: a) Creating the business case for the system, b) Understanding the requirements, c) Creating or selecting the appropriate architecture, d) Documenting and communicating the architecture, e) Analysing or evaluating the architecture, f) Implementing the system
based on the architecture and, g) Ensuring that the implementation conforms to the architecture. The various architecture activities have comprehensive feedback relationships with each other which enable an architect to converge onto a good architecture.

3. **PROPOSED VALUE UNDERSTANDING, VALUE PROPOSITION AND VALUE REALIZATION BASED SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE APPROACH**

Value Understanding, Proposition and Realization based Software Architecting (VURSA) approach enables architects to look beyond requirements. It is based on identifying the set of concerns an architect needs to consider and address in order to deliver value to stakeholders. It proposes that architects should:

- Move from addressing requirements to delivering value to stakeholders
- Move from performing a series of activities to achieving qualities
- Concern itself with character of the software which is above and beyond its common use
- Understand what is beneficial to stakeholders in tackling a specific problematic situation
- Go beyond benefits and look at net-benefits to stakeholders
- Work towards delivering these net-benefits

VURSA approach is based on the premise that purpose of the software is to deliver value to stakeholders and software architecture ensures that this purpose is achieved. The subsequent sections will discuss about the conceptual foundations and the various perspectives that the VURSA approach brings to the fore. The basis for this approach is understanding the benefits expected by the software users; deriving the net benefits that the software should deliver (including benefits to the providers) to various stakeholders; correlating the net benefits to the quality characteristics that the software must possess; developing software components that host these quality characteristics; composing the software components to realize the software and finally, using the software in such a way that the perceived value is realized by all stakeholders. In essence every stakeholder who is affected by the software collectively performs activities that enable all the stakeholders to realize the respective value from the software.

4. **THE INTRICACIES OF THE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTING APPROACH**

Software Architecting is an intellectual works that involve the participation of many stakeholders (developer side stakeholders, user stakeholders, governance stakeholders, etc) in ways that dictate and constraint the purpose and the design of the software as a whole. A software has to be conceived to accommodate all the affected stakeholders needs, perceptions, own goals and measures of value which are often diverse and incompatible. One way to ease such a situation is through economics. The VURSA approach is based on insights arrived at by asking four different questions that needs to be answered for the software to succeed economically. These four questions are:

a) *What are the benefits and how to discover, diagnose and understand these benefits?*

Anyone who gets affected by the software or participates in it in any way is a beneficiary. For the software to be beneficial to someone, it is necessary to figure out the benefits in terms of (1) usefulness in satisfying a user need,
(2) relative importance of the need being satisfied, (3) availability relative to when it is needed, and (4) the cost of ownership. These economic considerations dictate user satisfaction and user’s ability to satisfy their purposes.

b) **What are the carriers for achieving these benefits? How can one derive these carriers of value?**

For the software to live-up to the expectations in terms of delivering benefits, it should exhibit the appropriate software quality characteristics. Quality characteristics determine how well the software is able to create benefits and it defines how the software architect addresses a given scenario. They differentiate software from each other and measure excellence in a chosen dimension. Quality attributes are generally considered important for obtaining a software of good quality—various “ilities” (maintainability, portability, testability, traceability), various “nesses” (correctness, robustness), including “fitness of purpose.”

c) **What are the cumulative net benefits that should be delivered by the software?**

Software Architecture deals with the design of the software. The process of creating the value proposition of the software starts with understanding the quality characteristics, value creation context and problem situation that needs to be addressed; diagnosing it using archetypes, patterns and existing models; and synthesizing an approximate symbolic (or) mathematical (or) conceptual (or) physical representation. In summary, a value proposition is a multi-faceted artefact produced by the design process and composed of relatively independent and orthogonal facets/models of the software.

d) **How does one compose and deliver the software so as to realize these benefits?**

Essentially, Value proposition is used to create a scheme of things of the software elements and to provide the criteria for composing these software elements. It is used to verify and validate the various software components and their interconnections. This feedback is then used in the next iteration of the software design cycle, particularly when problems or challenges are identified. Software system is the output that is created by the software realization process which transforms design inputs to an acceptable output. This system is characterized by quality attributes that are of value to its users. When this system is put to use, it creates value and related experience to the users.

5. **The Four Perspectives**

The insights obtained from answering the four different questions serve as four different interrelated perspectives as shown in fig 1. While two perspectives focus on knowledge concerns, the remaining two focus on operational concerns. The two knowledge perspectives are ‘value understanding’ (Q1 in fig 1) and the ‘value carriers’ (Q2 in fig 1). The two operational perspectives are the ‘Value Proposition’ (Q3 in fig 1) which is the specification of the value delivered by the service and ‘Value Realization’ (Q4 in fig 1) which is the instantiated design for the particular problem context. Together, these four perspectives and their interrelationships provide a structure that enables the architect to comprehend the dynamics of Value based Software Architecture. These four perspectives, as illustrated in fig 1, address how value to stakeholders can be traced from Value understanding; correlations to value carriers; specification as Value propositions; and subsequent realization as software.
The following sections provide some initial steps that can be taken for each of the four perspectives of the VURSA approach. While discussing each of these perspectives, a few guidelines are introduced and these guidelines briefly touch upon the nature of activities to be performed under each of the chosen perspectives.

i) **Understanding Value Requirements**
Value is a measure of worth (e.g., benefit divided by cost) of a specific product by a customer, and potentially other stakeholders and is a function of (1) the software’s usefulness in satisfying a customer need, (2) the relative importance of the need being satisfied, (3) the availability of the software relative to when it is needed, and (4) the cost of ownership to the consumer [22]. All the things that contributes significantly to the stakeholder in terms of achieving their goals, plans, improvements, developments needed for growth, etc is considered as appealing to a stakeholder serves as the perceived/possible value.

For the software to succeed in creating value for any one stakeholder, it must create value for all whose contributions are critical to software’s success. The failure to satisfy any one critical stakeholder creates risks of compensatory actions that lead to a value delivery failure, thus to the satisfaction of none. It is therefore necessary to understand the value that each stakeholder expects at different points in time. In the value understanding perspective, since value is the goal, the key question is; “How to discern value, not only after the software is developed but before the software is developed, and especially when value changes?” The solution is to understand stakeholders value in a given value creation context, explicate this context to define a set of possible solutions, abstract and identify the purpose of the system and explicate this to quality specifications. Table 1 list down the guidelines for the Value understanding perspective to consider.
TABLE 1: GUIDELINES FOR UNDERSTANDING VALUE REQUIREMENTS

- Identify Stakeholders
  - Identify all of those stakeholders who get affected by the software.
- Understand Stakeholders Value Creation Context
  - Understand value creation processes of stakeholders.
- Understand Problem Context
  - Understand how stakeholders perform their work processes to deliver outcomes.
- Define Problem Space
  - Work out the underlying purpose. Agree on problem abstractions.
- Define Solution Space
  - Analyse problem context and work out a collection of feasible solution concepts.
- Define Value Creation Context
  - Analyse customer’s value creation processes and identify what value delivery is possible.

ii) IDENTIFYING VALUE CARRIERS

Once the Value that needs to be delivered is discovered, diagnosed and understood, it is necessary to understand the ways/means by which value delivery is possible. All the things that should exist in the software and contributes to the realization of value to stakeholders, in other words the carriers of value, are considered as the various qualities of the software. Quality characteristics of a software is the degree to which the software satisfies the stated and implied needs of its various stakeholders, and thereby enables value realization. These Quality Characteristics is a function of (1) usage of the Software, (2) impact of the software on its stakeholders, (3) measure of the degree of satisfaction of user needs, (4) and measure of the capabilities of the software that benefits its users. It measures the excellence of the software in a chosen dimension and is the basis for satisfying its stated purpose.

By constructively resolving the value requirements, through quality characteristics the software must possess; we can arrive at the design of the software without any recourse to technical artifices, wherein it is evident that the stakeholder value concerns have been addressed. As a result, we can perceive the suitability and adequacy of the functionality and appreciate the capacity of the resources needed to cater to the demands of all the non-functional quality characteristics. The key question is; “How to establish the quality characteristics that the software must have in order to be acceptable to all of its stakeholders?” The solution is to establish mappings between the benefits (value) desired by the various stakeholders and the proposed quality characteristics of the software, discerning priorities to resolve conflicts between stakeholder desires. Table 2 lists down the guidelines for the Value carriers’ perspective to consider.

TABLE 2: GUIDELINES FOR IDENTIFYING VALUE CARRIERS

- Redefine Stakeholders Value Requirements
  - Redefine what value the software creates for its stakeholders.
- Define Solution Configuration
  - Establish what the software needs to deliver.
  - Define Software Quality characteristics and its correlation to Value
  - Identify essential and distinguishing attributes that deliver the intended value
- Develop Product breakdown Structure
  - Develop a form based on layered abstractions with each layer chosen based on knowledge domains involved.
- Develop Quality breakdown Structure
  - Prioritize, delineate and segregate Quality characteristics across different levels of understanding.
- Develop Delivery Processes
  - Develop stakeholders’ responsibility satisfaction processes and associated management processes so
iv) **Value Proposition**
Value proposition defines a collection of value objectives that needs to be realized by the software. These objectives are achieved by careful organization of the software components. This organization structure may include both structural and behavioural aspects, properties, software qualities, software elements, and their interrelationships, etc. Value proposition provides a general capability to express the software as a hierarchy of relevant value delivery structures. It is used by various stakeholders who create, utilize and manage software to improve communication and co-operation, enabling them to work in an integrated, coherent fashion.

Creating the Value propositions involves stating the purpose of the software; stating the desired value adding qualities from an understanding of the user needs; stating the software components that comprise the design; identifying styles to be used; planning and preparing the design methodology to be adopted; stating the parts and interconnections, creating spatial structures that represent these parts; and representing these structures as multiple views. The key question is: “How does the designer formulate their value proposition? How do they establish the link between design abstractions and Value proposition that is to be developed?” The solution is to express the design abstractions as models and transform the models to multiple layers of understanding based on the knowledge domain and descriptions involved (eg. Infrastructure layer, physical layer, deployment layer, operational layer, etc), which are essentially different perspectives/views in understanding a software. Table 3 lists down the guidelines for the Value proposition perspective.

**TABLE 3: GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING VALUE PROPOSITION**

- Identify Design Styles
  - Identify common patterns that characterize the system as a whole
- Define Design rationales
  - State the reasons for the choices made
- Define design models
  - Models can be used to structure, identify, analyze and synthesize design
- Create Design views and view points
  - Frame specific solution concerns; establish conventions for realization
- Translate to Value Proposition by creating appropriate architecture description
  - Utilize available approaches (Adopt standardized (agreed-upon) definitions and perspectives to describe the software architecture)
  - Express identified solution configuration, delivery processes, qualities decomposition using Architecture Description languages.
- Qualities Conformance
  - Trace identified qualities; expected value to Value Proposition.

v) **Value Realization**
The purpose of the Value Realization perspective is to instantiate the software architecture for a problematic situation. For this it is necessary to transform the specified behaviour, interfaces and implementation constraints into realization actions that create the software according to the usage processes. The software is developed by processing the information appropriate to the selected processes and by employing appropriate technical specialties or disciplines. This process results in the satisfaction of specified structural/behavioural requirements through verification and stakeholder requirements through validation.

In order to realize value, it is necessary to address requirements of all stakeholders. The failure to satisfy any one critical stakeholder creates risks of compensatory actions that lead to a value delivery failure. In the Value Realization perspective, since successful software usage is the goal, the key question is; "How to utilize people, conceptual and technology resources in such a way so as to conform to the Value proposition and provide an
Table 4: Guidelines for Value Realization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Realization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instantiate the architecture for a specific instance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Product Analysis and Improvement**
  - Trace Architecture Description to its development.

- **Qualities Analysis and Improvement**
  - Analysis of delivered qualities against desired qualities and appropriate improvement

- **Value Analysis and Improvement**
  - Analysis of delivered value against desired value and appropriate improvement

6. Case Study – Design of a Task Automation System

Maintaining integrity across information systems requires a disciplined usage of the systems, often requiring a role-playing user to login into multiple systems and carefully use them to assure integrity. The crossover between systems is manual, tedious and prone to error. The challenge is to ensure the automatic flow of information between different information systems across the organization without or with very minimal manual intervention. In this case study, we discuss about an integration approach that automates IT tasks and uses this automation to bridge information systems, leading to a possibility of completely avoiding manual intervention. In the subsequent sections, we discuss about the architecture of such a system using VURSA approach.

6.1 Identified Stakeholders

Anyone who gets affected by the system or participates in the system in any way is a stakeholder. This association can occur anytime during the life time of the system. The probable stakeholders for the task automation system are: Individual, Manager, Project, Organization, Recipients and the Infrastructure Team.

6.2 Understanding Stakeholders Value

Software users perform IT tasks to integrate different information systems. Over multiple iterations they would like to continuously reduce time, effort and cost involved in integrating these systems. Therefore “reduce cost” in performing the IT tasks in information systems is the minimal value that the software users would look forward to. Suppose, the IT tasks for integrating information systems are performed at a higher speed then the business latency would reduce. Similarly, the accuracy of the data transfer between information systems is 100% then there will be less effort impended in asserting data integrity. We can treat all this extraneous value requirements as “Enhancing Value to Customers”. Table 5 lists down the Value understanding in this situation.

Table 5: Value Understanding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduce cost</th>
<th>Enhance Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduce time and effort impended by agents to perform their tasks</td>
<td>Improve efficiency of business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce complexity of work done by agents</td>
<td>Reduce business latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase the productivity and throughput of agents</td>
<td>Improve creativity of agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce/Remove non-value adding tasks</td>
<td>Experience certainty in delivering results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do more with less</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
performed by agents
- Reduce overheads in tasks performed by agents
- Increase effectiveness of agents
- Complete tasks on or within schedule (Reduce rework)
- Increase operational effectiveness of computing resources
- Eradicate bottlenecks and inefficiencies

- Assert quality of deliverables
- Small, Light-weight but powerful
- Address more than 80% of IT tasks
- Eradicate non value adding activities

6.3 IDENTIFIED STAKEHOLDERS VALUE CREATION CONTEXT
Some of the value creation context adopted by the stakeholders in this problem situation could be a) On demand, on time delivery, b) Increase effectiveness, productivity and throughput, c) Within budget, no additional costs, d) Less waste in terms of bottlenecks and inefficiencies, e) Less business latency and, f) Experience Certainty

6.4 IDENTIFIED PROBLEM SITUATION
Every organization has a patchwork of information systems made up of new and old, compatible and not-so-compatible software. Information systems are part of the enterprise infrastructure that supports business. They provide the functionality needed by the Organization. Each system internally supports the transactions, and sometimes the processes to realize this functionality. The presumption is that there exists a smooth flow of information from one system to another system. However, it is not hard to see that there could be duplication of data, and other kinds of overlaps between these systems. It is also possible that data in one system is needed by transactions in other system. This situation is ripe for loss of integrity of these systems due to lack of consistency between these systems in relation to the organization. Maintaining integrity across systems requires a disciplined usage of the systems, often requiring a role-playing user to login into multiple systems and carefully use them to assure integrity. The crossover between systems is manual, tedious and prone to error. This is the problematic situation that we need to address.

6.5 PROBABLE SOLUTION SPACE
The conceptual solution for a task automation system could be to “Create an IT robot that would emulate human activities in a computer, run automated IT tasks, perform these IT at a higher rate, high endurance, reliability, precision and speed, organize tasks for integration, repeatability and scalability and manipulate and interact with IT systems to facilitate automation”. This could be achieved by creating a comprehensive collaborative environment for automating human tasks in which many tools work together to provide the desired task automation.

The various steps involved in this task automation are: a) Define people process steps straddling across IT systems for integration, b) Identify manual activities of human actors integrating information in IT systems, c) While enacting, identify activities that can be performed by machine and automate them, d) Gradually increase the level of automation till all the steps are automated and, e) When the entire process is completely automated, systems are bridged by automation.

6.6 PROBABLE SOLUTION VALUE CREATION CONTEXT
We introduce automation as a means to reduce/remove human efforts impended in maintaining information integrity. Towards this end, we would like to design the task automation system in which, human activities that straddle across information systems are identified and automated. When all activities are completely automated,
information systems are bridged by automation. Such automation increases accuracy, reduces latency, increases efficiency, improves productivity and reduces hardware burden imposed by manual processes. In such a case the probable value creation context due to the automation of manual integration processes could be: a) Increased agility to Expand, b) Customer Satisfaction and Delight, c) Improved business value, d) Moving up the value chain, e) Lower costs, increased throughput and f) Higher yield and margins.

6.7 **Probable Solution Characteristics**

Based on the identified solution value creation context, we can arrive at a set of quality characteristics of the solution. These quality characteristics dictate the configuration of the solution as a whole. Table 6 illustrates these quality characteristics.

**Table 6: Solution Characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Must have</th>
<th>Can Have</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Perform Transactions</td>
<td>• Aesthetics, Simplicity, Changeability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Assert Confidentiality and Accuracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ensure Reliability, precision while performing the transaction</td>
<td>• Speed of Transacting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ensure Certainty and Compliance</td>
<td>• Scalability of Transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Support Fault tolerance and Recovery</td>
<td>• Productivity improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduce Latency</td>
<td>• Cost reduction and standardization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.8 **Probable Solution Configuration**

Based on the identified solution concept, solution value creation context and solution characteristics, we have arrived at a solution configuration and associated processes for the task automation system (referred as eScript). As shown in fig 2, we utilize a reference scripting environment (comprising a language configuration and an operational semantics configuration) to create the necessary infrastructure for the task automation system. The task that needs to be automated is expressed as a process program in the form of a machine executable script which when enacted will facilitate the necessary task automation. Fig 3 is an illustration of the associated processes for this specific solution configuration.
FIG 3: PROCESSES IN THE SOLUTION CONFIGURATION
6.9 Probable Solution Qualities Breakdown Structure

For the identified solution qualities, we adapt a structured systematic approach to breakdown the qualities into different layers wherein each layer addresses a specific concern. The different layers are selected based on the different knowledge domains involved in the creation of the software solution. For illustration purposes, we consider 7 layers as illustrated in Table 7.

**Table 7: Solution Quality Characteristics Break Down Structure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of Understanding</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Usability</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Maintainability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem Space</td>
<td>Perform Process Descriptions</td>
<td>Cope with statistical variance</td>
<td>Increase value for impended effort</td>
<td>Desired value for impended effort</td>
<td>Cope with change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Conceptual integrity</td>
<td>Certainty and Accountability of outcome</td>
<td>Effectiveness and efficiency of usage</td>
<td>Reduce undesirable features</td>
<td>Modularity, Modifiability, Changeability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Measure of Capacity of the solution</td>
<td>Measure of consistency and repeatability</td>
<td>Measure of Elegance and clarity</td>
<td>Measure of Speed and space</td>
<td>Measure of adaptability to changing environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Structure for validation</td>
<td>Perform under stated conditions and Constraints</td>
<td>Fitness for purpose and time to use</td>
<td>Reduction in complexity</td>
<td>Localization of change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment</td>
<td>Allow existence of multiple roles and responsibilities</td>
<td>Safety in deployed environment</td>
<td>Utilization of deployed environment</td>
<td>Utilization of available resources</td>
<td>Allow existence of multiple versions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>Define operational parameters</td>
<td>Multiple conditions and Constraints</td>
<td>Ease and simplicity of use</td>
<td>Maximal and minimal performance characteristics</td>
<td>Multiple configurations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Environment</td>
<td>Ability to perform stated service</td>
<td>Ability to survive, sustain and handle failures</td>
<td>Accomplishment of Process Descriptions</td>
<td>Increase Productivity</td>
<td>Variability in usage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the identified solution configuration, we adapt a structured systematic approach to breakdown the system configuration into different components wherein each component addresses a specific concern. The different components are selected based on the different knowledge domains involved in the creation of the software solution. For illustration purposes, we consider the components shown in figure 4.

![Solution Configuration Breakdown Structure](image)

**FIG 4: SOLUTION CONFIGURATION BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE**

6.11 REPRESENTING THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE SOLUTION USING SYSML

Architecture models serve as specifications of a system. They allow the different configurations of configuration items to be captured in an analogous way, such that certain properties of the system can be understood, organized, managed and emulated. Since only architectural properties are captured, architecture models reduce the complexity of system specification. Architecture models are approximations and they capture different properties of the system. It is a scaled down version and is built with all essential details. Fig 5 illustrates such an architecture model for our task automation system.

The architecture of the task automation system is designed to be extensible. Here, syntactic extensions are facilitated by plug-in interface and semantic extensions are facilitated by plug and play interface. This architecture pattern is recursive and is applicable for all sub-systems. In our model, symbol is used to express plug-in interface and symbol is used to express plug and play interface. Both interfaces have well-defined schema definitions and there exist protocols that control the instantiation of these interfaces. At the core of this platform is a central controller. This controller is based on Von-Neumann architecture and its primordial purpose is to interpret stored specifications and create job definitions for sub-controllers.
The central controller utilizes pre-defined protocols and schema to interact with the sub-controllers. The sub-controllers are also based on Von-Neumann architecture and their purpose is to interpret the job definition available in their job queues and perform appropriate actions that commensurate with their domain.

For our discussion purposes, we restrict the specifications for the central controller to be of 3 kinds; the first being the specification for expressing IT tasks and stringing these tasks together as an IT process; the second is the interpretation of the IT process and requesting the sub-controllers to perform appropriate actions and the last is the analysis of the IT process to draw meaningful inferences. The various sub-controllers that exist in our model are catered to support these 3 kinds of specifications. A typical specification for creating IT process would be:

a) Identify the type of Task (using the Task Controller) and tag a label to it.

b) Associate a work-item to the identified task (using the work-item controller) and tag a label to it.

c) Bind work-item to action that needs to be performed in the IT system (using IT system controller).

d) Create a collection of tasks to be performed by repeating the above steps.

e) Define the sequence of tasks and the flow of Work-items (using the Sequence Controller).

f) The outcome of performing this job is the creation of an IT process specification.

**Figure 5: SysML representation of Task Automation System**
7. **Summary**  
The basis of the VURSA approach is the “values viewpoint” for creating and describing software. It includes identifying the need for architects to understand value creation processes, creating a separation of value and quality concerns across levels, creating appropriate form/structures for realizing value and establishing traceability between value understanding, value proposition and value realization. The core ideas behind VURSA, as illustrated in Table 8, are the four different perspectives and the corresponding activities to be performed against these different perspectives.

**Table 8: Summary of VURSA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Value Understanding     | • Identify Stakeholders  
  o Identify all of those stakeholders who get affected by the software.  
  • Understand Stakeholders Value Creation Context  
  o Understand value creation processes of stakeholders.  
  • Understand Problem Context  
  o Understand how stakeholders perform their work processes to deliver outcomes.  
  • Define Problem Space  
  o Work out the underlying purpose. Agree on problem abstractions.  
  • Define Solution Space  
  o Analyse problem context and work out a collection of feasible solution concepts.  
  • Define Value Creation Context  
  • Analyse customer’s value creation processes and identify what value delivery is possible. |
| Value Carriers           | • Redefine Stakeholders Value Requirements  
  o Redefine what value the software creates for its stakeholders.  
  • Define Solution Configuration  
  o Establish what the software needs to deliver.  
  o Define Software Quality characteristics and its correlation to Value  
  o Identify essential and distinguishing attributes that deliver the intended value  
  • Develop Product breakdown Structure  
  o Develop a form based on layered abstractions with each layer chosen based on knowledge domains involved.  
  • Develop Quality breakdown Structure  
  o Prioritize, delineate and segregate Quality characteristics across different levels of understanding.  
  • Develop Delivery Processes  
  o Develop stakeholders’ responsibility satisfaction processes and associated management processes so as to achieve the identified purpose. |
| Value Proposition        | • Identify Design Styles  
  o Identify common patterns that characterize the system as a whole  
  • Define Design rationales  
  o State the reasons for the choices made  
  • Define design models  
  o Models can be used to structure, identify, analyze and synthesize design  
  • Create Design views and view points  
  o Frame specific solution concerns; establish conventions for realization |
• Translate to Value Proposition by creating appropriate architecture description
  o Utilize available approaches (Adopt standardized (agreed-upon) definitions and perspectives to describe the software architecture)
  o Express identified solution configuration, delivery processes, qualities decomposition using Architecture Description languages.
• Qualities Conformance
  o Trace identified qualities; expected value to Value Proposition.

### Value Realization

• Value Realization
  o Instantiate the architecture for a specific instance.
• Product Analysis and Improvement
  o Trace Architecture Description to its development.
• Qualities Analysis and Improvement
  o Analysis of delivered qualities against desired qualities and appropriate improvement
• Value Analysis and Improvement
  o Analysis of delivered value against desired value and appropriate improvement
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